Hi Michelle,

Thanks for contacting AAP FactCheck.

We take our commitment to accuracy seriously, and we have updated the article to clarify the cause of the deaths and included a note to that effect.

As both conditions are related to blood clotting, we had used broad terminology as shorthand but our wording could have been more accurate.

However, I do not believe that the issue you highlighted materially affects the accuracy of the overall fact check or its verdict.

Regards,

Peter Bodkin | FactCheck Editor
Michelle

Last name:
Stubbs

Email:
michelle.s.stubbs@gmail.com

Phone:
0499817773

Your Message:
In this alleged ‘fact check’
You dont even get your info about confirmed deaths correct!
And, Im not a journo, Im just a mum!
Your job is to fact check and you have failed!
7 deaths have been confirmed by the conflicted TGA as being connected to the AZ shot, 6 from TTS and 1 from ITP!
WHAT ELSE HAVE YOU GOT WRONG?
Do not send me your shit product info!
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